The Bombay Cat Breed Profile

The Bombay cat has the distinction of being the blackest cat in the cat fancy. Once the cat is mature, the coat is black to the root short, tight and extremely shiny. Even the paw pads are black. As with the Bengal and the Savannah cat, the development of the Bombay cat breed stemmed from a desire to have a miniature version of a wild cat. In this case, a sleek black panther. The inspiration for the name of the breed comes from the black leopard of India.

Characteristics:
- The lively and affectionate Bombay loves people and is adaptable to many different environments and lifestyles. His calm nature makes him a good apartment dweller, and he is amenable to life with other pets although he definitely wants to be the top cat. Expect to find the Bombay hogging the warmest spot in the house.
- Brilliantly interesting personality traits of Bombay cats: A typical Bombay cat will display certain specific personality traits that many first time pet owners find quite endearing. To know more about the interesting personality of Bombay cats, read the following cat-friendly article through and through.
- Bombay cat personality facts you need to know — nicknames of the patent leather kid with the new penny eyes. The Bombay is winning the hearts and homes of cat fanciers all over the world. Read on for all things Bombay personality and facts you need and will want to know indeed. A beauty to behold. Everything about this feline is black.
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Bombay Cat Breeds in Care:
- The black panther like Bombay cat. Bombay origins source Bombay cats are jet black in color with golden or amber colored eyes. Bombay cats are also referred to as parlor panthers because they are created to look very similar to a black panther.
- Bombay Cat Breed Profile: Purina - The Tight Knit Coat of Bombay Cats means they shed very little regular petting and semi-weekly brushing removes loose hair and maintains the coat's shine.
- Healthone Genetic Disease Bombay cats carry a risk for is a craniofacial defect sometimes seen in newborn kittens.

Bombay Cat Personality:
- Bombay is an easy-going and tolerant cat who takes life as it comes. He enjoys greeting visitors and gets along well with children, dogs, and other cats although he will expect to be the one in charge.
- Bombay Cat Breed Profile: Petfinder - The Bombay cat breed is a medium size cat, well balanced, friendly, alert, and outgoing. Muscular and characterized by a tight, short, black coat.
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Bombay Cat Breed Information:
- Vetstreet - Bombay is an easy-going and tolerant cat who takes life as it comes. He enjoys greeting visitors and gets along well with children, dogs, and other cats although he will expect to be the one in charge.
- Bombay Cat Breed Profile Petfinder - The Bombay cat breed is a medium size cat, well balanced, friendly, alert, and outgoing. Muscular and characterized by a tight, short, black coat.
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